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Arrangements for unwanted pallet collections for recycling
Pallet users should take the link www.napd.co.uk/napd-members-locations.html this takes you to the NAPD
(National Association of Pallet Distributors) member map. Select the trader-repairer-recycler nearest to the
pallets for disposal and arrange with them direct. Many have several collection points not just at their HQ
To dispose of pallets they have to be your property and you
may get them collected to save you disposal costs. Some
rental/pool pallets are not bona-fide EUR (Europallets shown centre look for EPAL logo) and CP (Chemical Pallets)
are often purchased for general deliveries and unless you
have made an arrangement with your goods supplier to hold
them in safe keeping they will often pile up unwanted. These
are often sought after by pallet traders and repairers.
Particularly popular with traders are EUR 800 x 1200 and
EUR 1000 x 1200 mm. The CP1 to CP9 range of pallets are also popular with traders.
Damaged EUR (top illustration) and CP pallets (9 types) are also of interest if the type of damage that is as
shown above. Collection by dealers depends where pallets are located as to the interest by the dealer in
collecting and also the quantity, you will not often get free collection from a dealer unless they are saleable
size in bulk and identified as to pallet type. You can get help on deciding pallet types from the illustrations
in www.palletlink.co.uk but note that all negotiations regarding charges for collection or payment for waste
pallets are to be discussed directly with the local NAPD
member.
If not successful with the NAPD members, try the link
TIMCON which will be found on the Home Page of
www.palletlink.co.uk There are also pallet traders who are not
members of either but these are not working under the strict
NAPD rules of membership.
Chep (blue), LPR (red), PRS (green) and FHG IPP Logipal (brown half pallet 600 x 800 shown) are owned
rental pallets, they are NOT your property and have been delivered to you in good faith with goods that you
have presumably received. They should be stored by you for collection by the owner. For contact details of
rental pallet owners, take the link
www.palletlink.co.uk/pallets/recycled-pallets/
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